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Dear kindered spirit friends of Jakob Lorber and related servants as
Emanuel Swedenborg and Gottfried Mayerhofer and further writers
of our Lord Jesus. We wish you a blissfull enjoyment in reading. G

INTROSPECTION– SELF EXAMINATION

======================================

Contacts and reactions
We received friendly and useful responses to the Jakob-Lorber-Bulletin Nr. 14.
Reactions will be published to the incoming order again:
================================================================
The send copy [preferably between the 15th and 20th of a month] is processed
in the next issue. Incoming copy outside the specified dates is then postponed
and is naturally included in the subsequent publication

Gerard

=================================================================
Hello Gerard,
Thank you for the December bulletin. For the month of January, I'll show you the gifts of the Holy 'Three
Kings'' which suits the month of January.
The book "The Great Hunting"(„Das große Jagen“ ) by Ludwig Ganghofer describes the freedom of the
Lutherans. He is the most successful German-speaking author after Johannes Mario Simmel and Karl May.
In my book, "Apostel der Laien" I explain the gifts that Jesus received at his circumcision from his
godfathers. It is no coincidence that Myrtle is worn by the suit collar for the blessing, incense is burned in
the churches and that couples wear gold rings.
In homeopathy gold is called "Aurum", Goldmyrte is called "Commiphora myrrha" and incense
"Olibanum". I recommend the baptized to do several times during life and once a week, a few drops of
'aurum d100 "Commiphora myrrha d100' and 'd100 olibanum' in the bathwater.

Persian priests
1. After the birth of Jesus, Persian priests visited the birth cave, they worshiped Jesus, the
king of the Jews, and brought along presents for him. The gifts were gold, incense and gold
myrtle belonging to the Burseraceae, the crop of the balsam tree,
2. The gold myrtle is also referred to as "gate to the spiritual world" because incense and
gold myrtle are used to create a sleepy drunkenness which evokes prophetic dreams. For
this reason, the resin of the gold myrtle was temporarily more expensive with the priests
than gold.
3. Gold myrtle increases self-respect and supports the spiritual teachers, it takes away the
fear of conflict and it makes them a responsible peace-maker. Gold myrtle supports the
noble intentions and does not raise feelings of guilt.

4. The Roman army has always had the golden myrtle at hand because it is an excellent
remedy for wounds, swelling and pain at injury; it lets the energy in the energy channels
drain better, that supports healing of all wounds of soldiers.
5. Gold Myrtle prevents depression and ensures that you to say what you think. Hence,
there is no fear of judgment, for darkness, for small spaces, an unspoken betrayal and the
fear of making mistakes or being easily frightened by anyone.
6. Gold myrtle helps absent-minded people with heart rhythm disturbances, diarrhea, with
sugar malfunction in the blood, skin fungus, inflammation, weakness in reading and spelling
and panic attacks to uncover repressed anger and bringing it into consciousness.
7. Incense stimulates the blood and lets the energy flow evenly in the energy channels. This
makes the connections easier to grasp, thoughts become clearer and you feel as safe as in
the uterus or like the Jews in Abraham's womb.
8. Incense awakens the longing for God's presence and a need for the truth. It supports the
ability to concentrate to the point of clairvoyance, which significantly improves sexual
charisma and improves the capacity for making decisions.
9. Incense helps in the case of disorientation, loss of memory, deafness, tinnitus, lump
sensation in the throat, weakness in the eyes, difficulty falling asleep, heart palpitations,
exhaustion, angina pectoris, stiff neck or neck tension and when one is feeling sick.
10. Incense is needed when you are depressed, euphoric and talkative, and when you
cannot work from exhaustion and when it comes to uncontrolled anxiety situations, you can
show the feelings of guilt that you have been repressed for a long time.
11. Incense is used in large quantities in the Roman religions for burning because the gods
around Jupiter are soothed with the incense and incense helps when one gets annoyed
about the preaching of the priest, and so avoids hassles.
12. In the case of the Jews, the use of incense is permitted only to the priests in the temple.
For this reason, Jacob's father Joseph sold the incense and the gold myrtle to a merchant
after he had made a bath additive for the little Jesus.
13. Gold recognizes and defends the divine order and is required only if already at the
slightest contradiction, which can lead to excitement and anger, when the blood pressure is
increased by a disappointed love and it leads to a blood rush to the head.
14. Gold makes every remark that contradicts the divine order go to the heart and no other
standpoint is accepted. If necessary, the contact with friends and relatives is broken for
godless men are repugnant and are avoided.
15. Gold allows people to be noble, wise, gentle, generous, vital and courageous whereby it
enables them to reach a high position in society because gold increases self-esteem, makes
the will stronger and makes many people more successful.
16. Gold helps people with a fear of a bad conscience, when life is shaken by unexpected
shocks, and when an emotional crisis is threatening suicide, or if one is accused of having
committed a crime which is causing the conscience to panic.

17. Gold helps praise God, give thanks and praise when a heart attack arrests, when the
beloved partner dies, at loss of property, at a threatening bankruptcy ,when the existence
collapses or when self-doubt or internal hardening occurs.
18. Gold helps with cardiac arrhythmias, weight problems, appetite disorders, blood
deficiency due to disruption to the blood-forming organs, visual disturbances, jaundice with
reduction of the liver functioning, exhaustion conditions, arterial calcification, blood pressure
fluctuations and alcohol abuse.
19. Gold and the Balsam tree Incense and gold myrtle help to overcome the fear of the
world, in baby age because the information they receive and pass on to the people is: "The
truth will set you free," and "you have no fear.
"Editor's Note: According to Book 2 of the Spiritual Sun, it was customary in that country to
give sacrifices to a new-born king, as myrtle to the child, gold to the king who was called
man of men, such a royal child as a child of the Children, and incense was also sacrificed
to the kings because the anointed king was regarded as the deity on earth. - ... His holy will
is the most precious incense to me, His grace the purest and heaviest gold and His love the
most delicious myrtle! And the first of the three wise men from the east took the worked goldpouched bag, in which were 33 pounds of the finest incense, and gave him with the
greatest reverence of Mary ... [Source: The Spiritual Sun-2-15: 19 and the Childhood of
Jesus, chap . 30:20 and 31:12] - Note: the 33 pounds were possible a reference to the 33
years of service of Jesus! Gold is known in homeopathy as a 'source of light' in the soul and
is appropriate, depending on the constitution prescribed. G

================================================================
Contacts and reactions:

http://meister-eckhart.ning.com/profile

Mariette from the Netherlands
Hello Gerard
Thanks for the new bulletin of this month. Regarding the theme of Franz Schumi ', I
found Wilfried Schlätz’s allegations rather quite violently. Also on the work of Bertha
Dudde, surely mistakes could have been made by her here as e.g. about the soul of
Jesus because she could not comprehend it yet.

I’ve read that Wilfried is in the hospital .. I will pray for him .. I think that our kindred
spirit Friends will also remember him in their prayers. Bertha Dudde describes the
information, what Jesus says about the question: whether there really UFOs exist ?!
The answer of Jesus is enlightening thereupon. Bertha Dudde on this theme:
"illusions by the opponent '- UFOS BD 8623 and" clarify UFOs' BD 8698.
P.S. Did you receive the autobiography of Bertha Dudde that I have sent a month or
so ago? As well as a clarification of 'our Father’, through His writing servant Michael
in 2007 (when he was working with Helga Maria)?
Regarding the communications to Michael Nehmann and Helga Maria - since 2004
(Red: when love and wisdom still cooperated?) until now, I have read only those of
Helga. I think they are very special, JUST because these are the actual words of
Jesus and also keeps us up with the lesson. Also regularly on the work of Lorber
versus Dudde, Swedenborgh, Anita Wolf and Franz Schumi is brightened by our
Father, how can we conduct ourselves to this, why they are given and where to.
Otherwise, we do not see the wood for the trees. I have here e.g. An explanation
from 2004 by Michael about Lorber and Dudde, also from 2006 on Franz Schumi in
which Jesus says that he has received little pearls of His love and why.
Helmut NADLINGER says that the JB. can become a place of bigotry and all sorts of
followers of a sect and that is not the intention. It is true that one can completely find
the Lord at Lorber but I am not quite sure whether Lorber would be the greatest
prophet or not. But eventually it is not about that.
What Jesus says in a message to Michael in 2004 : "Whoever worships Lorber as the
greatest prophet, will hardly recognize Me in the humble love of his surroundings and
whoever clings to Dudde, acts in this way also. My love is never great but small
and humble otherwise your hearts might be burned;[Red: This has NEVER been
written by Jacob Lorber] My mercy is great and while I have marked my former
writing-servant Jacob Lorber as the greatest, therefore, I have done this in the form of
mercy and meant by it that the spirit of Elijah, the spirit of Michael as the spirit of
wisdom must be overcome.
Following on Dudde as the humble maiden, given to us – so that we herewith- place
the correct correction of humbleness on the opposite of the misunderstood work of
greatest wisdom because the wisdom in the work of Dudde is greater. "And so
conflicts wisdom with wisdom but it is always only My love which will unite with
wisdom.[Red.: here Satan really lurks around the corner!]
Helmut can be comforted that in 2006 via Michael a scripture statement was
announced that the Lober-work is and remains the central Sun[Red: ..exactly!]: "for
there I have shown you the fundamental building while the others are grouped
around. As Helmut indicates that all mediators after Lorber are 'dancing around the
writing- servant of God. "

'It is only possible, as I have already pointed out, to look at the individual works once
more in the special, as the spiritual qualities of my seven divine attributes, given by
Me, to you but here again, most of My being is taken up in the Lorber work. And in
Work of Dudde is not love but just the wisdom'. [Red: Love is Never without
wisdom and CANNOT be separated!]
Regarding the father's mediums, which Helmut cited, it is indeed so that there are
many who claim to be this and yet they are not. There are servants and maiden who
He Himself raised, so that they can be and would become. In a notice of Michael in
2004, he asked Jesus to let us know once again why, in addition to the prophets,
there are also the so-called “father mediums” and if they are legitimized by Him [that
is what it is all about] or whether that they can proof it.
To the extent, with kind regards and blessings,
Mariette Lammers
****
Answer
Good Mariette,
Once more I want to emphasize here that I attach great value in this bulletin to
Swedenborg, Jakob Lorber, Jacob Boehme, Hildegard von Bingen, besides of course
Leopold Engel and Mayerhofer, and to put their 'voices' obviously in the foreground
here. Understand Mariette, this bulletin will be no forum neither will be an endless
discussion here. However, this comment is not specifically meant for you but it
implies a general indication.
We must be strong in diversity. We must continue to do proper research and as
mature and experienced people 'continue' researching' in things that are good and
true. And where there is any doubt, then why continue poking around in questionable
things?
The Bible is, after all, the first point, Swedenborg the second and with the New
Revelations the third. So three major Divine spoken words and brimming with
understandable information! We have a lot of directions of which we still do not know
everything yet. Yet, there are still many questions that naturally also answer
themselves, in one way or another. We should not engage in questionable themes
and questionable "prophets" and "writing- servants. However, everybody is free to
walk his own chosen path quite so freely.
The purpose of this bulletin, is mainly to make the readers aware that the important
teachings of Jakob Lorber and Swedenborg can play a crucial role in your life. One
can find definitely the golden pearls for his soul in it. Everything else around it is
certainly okay [and in freedom] but is in a sense still "bound" and thus you’ll lose the

essence and the necessary time. Everything else is in fact a big detour. One 'delays'
his soul. It is clear that one must examine each direction; one can seek as much and
as often as desired. Finally, nevertheless the Bible, Swedenborg and the teachings of
Jesus by Jakob Lorber, provide clear answers to every question of life and thus you
gain much more for your soul than any other 'border area'. In the Household of God
and the Gifts of Heaven you can read the following:
This I now say: I am the sole eternal God in My triune nature, as Father in My divinity,
as Son in My humanity and as Spirit in all life, action and cognition. I am from
eternity the very love and wisdom. I have never received anything from anyone.
Everything that exists is from Me and whoever possesses something, has it from Me.
How can I be a tyrant and one who condemns? -However, since I am the way I am,
everything is still in existence as it has been and will be forever. And you will be the
way you wish to be, without My condemnation, for you will be what you have made
of yourselves. But those who accept Me as I am and love Me as I love them, I shall
make into what they wish to be so that their freedom and joy may be perfect
everlastingly. [Household of God 1-2-10 and 1-4-10] All worldly laws undermine my
commandment, if they are not given by men from My love, which are schooled by my
spirit! "[Vs. 12]
10. For behold, I am the Lord over everything that exists. I am the eternal and
almighty God and as such also your holy and loving Father. And all this I am in the
Word but the Word is in the Son and the Son in the love and the love in the law,
and the law has been given to you. If you observe it and act accordingly, you have
absorbed it. Then it becomes alive within you, exalts you and makes you free, and
you are then no longer under the law, but above it in the grace and light, all of which
is My wisdom.
And now the Father, that will be the predominant love of the Father in man, than in
such a man it becomes light, since WISDOM of the FATHER is NEVER separated
from HIS LOVE - then man will be also full of love, full of wisdom and power and
therefore entirely reborn in love and wisdom. - [Gifts of Heaven .03_40.06.17,23]
Love goes so far beyond the universal wisdom [for love contains the wisdom anyway]
and thus these two - love and wisdom – can NEVER be separated. If so Bertha
Dudde wrote via Jesus in her 'wisdom' - {and thus separated from the love!}, And
cannot lend love, why do you look further in such quotations if everything is already in
Jakob Lorber: in WISDOM WITH LOVE ?!

I have already described, "that what you find at such writers [Bertha Dudde and
Franz Schumi] is often felt like lead [heavily loaded!] And copper [ostentation].
Personally, it gives me a heavy and suppressed feeling when I read her quotes but
when I read of Jacob Lorber, it is all LIGHT in me. I feel cheerful and happy. How did
that happen? How often did I not cry while reading from the Jakob-Lorber-Books?
The teachings of Jesus in the New Revelations have healed my soul, stirred my soul,
otherwise I had become just a "world-wise" someone without any form of true love!
Since then, I try 'to keep myself to the lesson “. The New Revelations by Lorber
are written such that each surely will know ' his tree in the forest’ if he takes what
he had read his heart.
On the German yahoo groups under religion where I am a member for years, I read
from Gerd Muller :When I listen or receive the spirit behind Bertha Dudde, I do not
notice the speaking or writing style, as I am used to from Jakob Lorber, Leopold
Engel or Mayerhofer; in them is always the spirit of Jesus present - and noticeable in
all their books. At Dudde it is not so. I feel more intrusiveness, eerie and of an
admonishing tone. Jesus had for 2000 years definitely not spoken this way to His
disciples. In this way, he did not write through Lorber and further mentioned writers.
At Dudde I still feel that I have to do, what she has written. At Lorber I feel free and
unbound.
So I can finally say, that in any case it is not the spirit of Jesus who speaks through
Dudde. Something like that would surely have noticed by anyone familiar with both
her work and that of Lorber! Dudde can NEVER be a continuation of the New
Revelation. By what spirit was she driven? Presumably a deceased religious person
in the afterlife.
[Red: Miss. Dudde has always been a medium in her youth and driven by her
clairvoyance, she often was in contact with the deceased.]
I prefer to bring my readers in contact with Jakob Lorber, Swedenborg and related
writers - so in the style of Jakob Lorber. That style does not meet Bertha Dudde ! On
the clarification of the "prayer of our Father!" , in one of the previous bulletins there is
already a theme dedicated by K.O. Michael [from Bad Munde].He could not be

write or speak otherwise about it because it is the Lorber work after all, that is
and remains the central Sun and because this is, after all, described in the New
Revelation of John. So THE Greatest what has been written so far!
Lorber was a true writing medium via a high angel, commissioned by the Lord. He
was very privileged to write such great things, such as the proclamation of the
Second Coming of the Lord in the clouds. After him [Lorber] have admittedly come
some maidens and servants with ' heavenly messages’ but it is an erroneous belief
that "these smaller announcements" are required to explain the New Revelation! As
concerning Franz Schumi, I will once again highlight certain misleading points of him.
=============================================================================

The sign on the hand.
Dear heaven-friends,
Some time ago, I’ve already asked you but unfortunately I received little response.
What do you do when we are confronted with the "sign of the beast"? I am convinced
that this will be the RFID chip which is already being placed under the skin of some
people - in the hand between the thumb and index finger according to the biblical text
in John's Revelation 13, 16-17. I would like to introduce to you, one of the answers,
simply in the original and without further comment and I would be glad if you
seriously think about it and maybe discuss it. It will not be long before we stand
before this choice: believe the Bible or follow the world.
Kind regards- Silvia Ohse
******************************************************************************************

The sign on the hand
From Ulfried
Here is my answer and some courage for the last fight with the sulfur beast.
Those who know the writings of Jakob Lorber know that this RFID chip is not the
mark. In Gifts of Heaven, according to the Revelation of our Jesus, the mark is
interpreted in this way; [Red. GH.02_42.06.28,09] What is the "mark of the beast" for
his confessors? - On the forehead - the world mind! - On the hand however - the
industry! - The animal will be recognized the best!]

THE SIGN ON THE HAND - people who earn their money with their handwork
(worshiping the statue of the beast).
Those who carry it on their foreheads earn their money purely with their
minds(engineers, constructors etc. But unfortunately also many useless people like
philosophers, political scientists, chaos explorers etc.)
This chip is only the material expression of this mark and serves the dark powers
(Freemason that manipulate their frenzied hegemony attempts – in the spoken
language: the addiction of mankind if he allows it!) And this mankind is more and
more distant from our Savior, as these days becomes visible with the fouling football
nonsense.
While the crowd roars loud; goal (!), The snare slips in the background. The fascistic
NATO came ever closer to the borders of Russia and Finland. Waking up is bitter,
especially when I think of the 1970s when in Argentina and Chile stadiums were
suddenly converted to KZ’s
Here, a barely noticed call to stay awake from our Savior Jesus - The ancient song of
the coming time (around 1850) http://enominepatris.com/weissagungen/linde.htm
(Song of the Lime tree further on in the Bulletin)
The situation of that time till so far. What can we do to protect us for this addiction?
In the book Gifts of Heaven and also in the other notifications via Jakob Lorber [I also
believe in the 24 hours] our Savior speaks about it, that this earth can feed up to 12
billion people if every family owns just over 2 hectares of fertile land. And HE also
explains us the obstacle which prevents that. The unholy money with interest on
interest! This means :a few people with a lot of money, owning the bulk of it what the
rest of the world's population has not have as a life basis.
Four years ago, I had an experience that brought me further. When I was working in
the garden and it became too small, my girlfriend said: ' you need a large meadow '
to play around in it '!. I asked around, everywhere but I did not found anything
suitable. In the evening, I read in Lorber again and there was something in the book
about the great violence and suffering in the cities to come and that we must to go to
the country. "THERE I CAN PROTECT YOU"! The next day I drove to a friend who

offered me two hectares of land in the middle of nature. I worked this land for four
years and pay an annual rent of € 360.
There are two protected meadows, a small forest, a stream and two drinking water
sources. I use 500m2 as a field for vegetables and potatoes and I already grow a
third of my needs myself. I learned to know a retired gardening master and together
we made something from it - if that is not a sign?
I make my own sauerkraut and instead of a refrigerator I ferment most and this way
make it durable without much hassle and it is very healthy.
Of course, the human lives not alone on a Merry island but in a community with many
others. And every person has a certain talent that he can bring into the community for
its benefit. How can this work without money? Quite simply, through BRAKATEmoney according to Silvio Gesell and also the natural economic order developed by
him. Never heard? On the Internet you will find much proof that it works, not only the
WUNDER VON WÖRGL (Austria) but many other practical examples
It is also important to obtain supplies, especially canned goods such as lentils, beans,
etc. Very useful is also the survival shop of Gerd Spanbauer:
http://www.krisenvorsorge.at/?gclid=CIvIqoO91c0CFdZAGwod7PYBPQ
Petrol and diesel have to be in stock and a properly functioning power generator as
an aggregator. Many know the testimony from the Bible about the three days of
darkness. According to all my observations and research, the economy will collapse,
much earlier than that the RF-ID chip is introduced. Alone in my industry - I'm a truck
driver on long routes – there will be a shortage of drivers in the next three years,
so that a social supply is no longer guaranteed. And my son (heating technician)
does not get any apprentices anymore - everyone just wants to study.
So dear Sylvia and heaven-friends, I hope that I could give you a few helpful
suggestions. You can write to me or call me, if you have any questions – I gladly
share my experience.
By the way, for working the ground - I have three historical Agria's [Red: machine for
soil cultivation !] with a field milling machine and a plough. You can get one easily via
Internet and they are easy to maintain and very durable. If you have to search it on
the internet, do not use GOOGLE but IXQUICK: https://ixquick.de/do/search
Now, believed is Jesus Christ
By Ulfried
IMPRESSUM
Silvia Ohse - Am Markt 5 - 96332 Pressig - Tel. and Fax: 09265/8527 - E-Mail info@adwords-texter.de and
Internet: www.himmelsfreunde.de

=======================================================================================

People on other Stars?
[Text oft he New Revelations with listing of relevant articles]
Wilfried Schlätz [send by Klaus Opitz]

“…Alongside the mathematical part, I also showed them the habitability of the sun
and all the planets and their moons and in great detail the habitability of the earth’s
moon”(GGJ.06_120,05)
1.Introductory text:
“ You ask Me whether there are everywhere humans like here on the earth
where you dwell. And I tell you: Yes, there are humans everywhere who are
going forth from My bowels and who perceive Me according to the respective
organ. Those who go forth from My bands and perceive Me according to My bands;
those who go forth from My feet and perceive Me accordingly; those who go forth
from My head and perceive Me according to My head; those who go forth from My
hair and perceive Me according to My hair; those who go forth from My loins and
perceive Me according to My loins; and altogether those who go forth from all the
different parts of My bodily essence and perceive Me accordingly. Their life and
happiness correspond to that particular part from which they have come forth.
They are all My creatures whom I love, for I am all love and am love itself
everywhere.”
However, the people of this earth I called forth from the center of My heart and
created them fully in My image. They were meant to be not just My creatures, but
My beloved children who were not meant to perceive Me as God and Creator but
only as their good Father who will, after a short trial period, take them back to
Himself, so that they may have all that He Himself has and may dwell with Him
everlastingly and rule and judge the universe with Him. And behold, all my creatures

love Me as their Creator and gratefully enjoy their existence; but My children do not
want their Father and reject His love. [Household of God, part 1, chapter 3: 2,3]
2.1. The Moon
See Earth and moon“ (EM)
As on Earth, there are also human beings on the moon and there are also many
other creatures. but with the difference that no moon is inhabited on the one and the
same side that is continually facing the planet but always on the opposite side
because on the side facing its planet, there is neither air, water, fire or anything else
that is necessary for the organic life. "[Earth and Moon, chapter Moon: 1 verse 4]
(EM.01_001,04)
2.2. Natural Sun
Announcements about our sun and its natural proportions [NS]
The sun as a planetary body is so constructed in such way that itself consists of
seven concentric suns of which each contains a successive smaller one as one
hollow sphere within another; only the innermost one - the heart of the solar planet is,
although organic, completely solid from its surface to its mid-point.
All these seven concentric suns are populated. For this reason, also there is a
space to each consecutive sun ranging from one, two and three thousand (German)
miles, making each deeper sun inhabitable.
[A

German mile is 7.42 kilometers. Unless otherwise stated, 'the mile' always meant this
distance.]

The imperfect planets indeed also have a similar structure, but of course much more
imperfect by number as well as composition.
Since the perfect solar planet through its extraordinary roominess is capable of
holding exceptionally large numbers of human beings, it will not surprise you if I say
unto you, that the population of the sun in aggregate forms a thousand-fold volume
to that of all the planets, moons and comets orbiting around the sun, together; and
then we still assume that the spatial volume of the body of an individual solar man
would not be greater than that of a human being on your planet Earth. [Natural Sun,
chapter 2 verse 8-11]
“On the vast, great solar worlds everything that is found on the planets
revolving around them is fundamentally represented in the corresponding
solar zones or regions. Also, there is much wisdom among their various people
capable of speech. But their language and often the most important wisdom are
instinctive and given, as a free one and somehow freely acquired through personal
endeavor and activity.” [[GGJ.05_200,02
2.3. Saturn
Description of the planet, including the rings and moons and its living being.
Was there only one human couple on Saturn, or were there at the same time at
various places several human couples created? All human beings that now live
on Saturn also originate from one human couple; this applies to all planets just
as it applies to earth. The history of the humans on Saturn is more than one

million earth years older than the history of human beings on earth. [Saturn 133-3].
2.4. Mallona
The downfall of the asteroid- planets
“Indeed there was a very large Earth [Mallona], which received light from this sun. It
had the same destiny, but its people had known no limits, and it happened thus that
a very great judgment came over them, as has already happened once on this
Earth. That Earth was totally destroyed and obliterated and with it, all the people
who had become extremely proud and full of vice.” [GGJ.05_275,10]
3. De inner planets Mercury en Venus
"The Natural Sun", 25th chapter. The first pair of equatorial belts ... - (According to
the planets Mercury and Venus)
"For one thing you must know, is that the planets Mercury and Venus are of
identical consistency. So are the inhabitants of the planet Mercury, like the
inhabitants of the planet Venus nearly all pure wisdom men. What differentiates
them is that the inhabitants of Mercury want to be wise, and are also actually become
wise, by way of their own evidential vivid experiences, from which they then make all
sorts of assumptions and wise conclusion; Therefore, these people, as spirits, still
travel frequently, desiring to look upon the whole of creation with one's own eyes, in
order to find out from it, and to convince themselves in their innermost nature
whether their wisdom were not fallacies in their carnal life. This is the essence, or,
the main feature of the inhabitants of the planet Mercury."(NS.01_025,05f)
Mercury see Bishop Martin [=BM] 1_040,03-18/ Natural Sun [=NS]1_025,01-032,26 /
NS.01_073,08 / Saturn.01_048,12. Venus see BM.01_040,19-38 / GGJ.03_245,01246,14 / NS.01_025,01-032,26 / NS.01_073,08
4. The outer planets Mars to Pluto
The Natural Sun, 34th chapter -The third pair of equatorial belts- The northern belt in
correspondence with the planet Mars.
“But just as this planet [Mars] is a rather meager one and indeed the poorest of all
the planets, so the corresponding belt is also the most meager of all the equatorial
belts.
What is the nature of the poorness? This is not from the spiritual but more from the
natural aspect.
Firstly, the people themselves are rather unsightly and of little beauty, small and
rather fat and of little attraction outwardly being of a light brown color and are
frequently dark. Their facial features greatly resemble your Greenlanders, Laplanders
and some Eskimos.” [Natural Sun. 34:1-29]
Mars see BM.01_041,01-03 / Natuurlijke Zon.01_034,01-29
4.3. Jupiter

Natural Sun - Chapter 36 - The sun's fourth equatorial belt - corresponding to the
planet Jupiter.
“Regarding the people, firstly they are of an extraordinary size, physically extremely
well formed and by character the gentlest and best people upon the sun. (Jupiter,
corresponding to the fourth solar belt).
Regarding the constitution, firstly it is completely patriarchal and basically
theocratical and cares for the general welfare in every aspect.”
Jupiter zie Bisschop M.01_042,01-04 / NZ 01_036,01-042,28
4.5. Uranus
Natural Sun- Chapter 44 - The sixth pair of equatorial belts corresponding to
Uranus.
“Concerning humans, they are fairly big. The males and females measuring
respectively about sixteen and fourteen fathoms in height with a very stormy and
violent character whereby one could not take up to them. They are also exceedingly
bold and full of a most enterprising spirit. They fear no danger and fear of death is
foreign to them.”(NS.01_044,14ff)
Uranus see BM.01_044,01-05 / NS.01_044,01-052,12 / RB.01_001,01
4.6.Neptune
The seventh equatorial belt- corresponding the long-unknowns planet Neptune (
Miron)
Concerning men upon this planet, they are not as large as upon Saturn, yet larger
than those upon Uranus, though they differ greatly in size among themselves. Thus
there are people of forty fathoms height and others of hardly twenty fathom. In this
respect the planet resembles your Earth, where there are also great variations in
physical size. This is also the case with the female sex on our planet Miron. As
regards the physical form of the two sexes, it is usually of a very fine kind, although
there are also considerable deviations. "[NS.01_061,01ff]
Neptunus zie BM.01_045,01-04 / NS.01_053,01-071,13
5. About comets, the diversity of human beings and the infinity of God's
creation
Natural Sun- Chapter 73 “Those other planets shall take the place of those that are completely taken up by
the sun, you can gather from the fact that a host of at least ten thousand million
comets just swarm around your sun, for which reason one or the other more
developed comets can easily position itself in the location of a planet. There are
indeed already a great many well-developed comets present in your sun's wide
regions which are, for the most part, already inhabited, even if not by humans
yet, but by plants and diverse precursory animals.

Behold, this is the system. For your concepts, these periods are endless yet before
My eyes, their beginning or end is the same. But just as the sun can dissolve its
planets, the central suns can in the same way, dissolve their planetary suns,
Primal central suns dissolve entire hosts of solar regions and solar universes. New
ones are placed at the location of the consumed ones so that the progression within
the system of My things would not be interrupted. From this you ought to assume,
that I shall not stop to create in all eternity because I as God cannot ever cease
to think: for My thoughts are the beings.
But some could say: why such an ultimately endless multiplicity of beings? But I
ask in return: how would a yet so great, but ultimately limited number of beings
relate to an unlimited God?
Wherefore let no man be troubled; for within My infinity should be multiplied to an
unspeakable degree beyond its present system. The infinite surely shall find
accommodation, not being capable of ever over filling same, even if the constant
increase in the number of creatures is still unspeakably much larger and
uncountable than him because of the existing order. ”(NS.01_073,09 to 13)
Complete version „people on other stars“ and relevant articles by Wilfried
Schlätz, see further under www.JESUS2030.de [send by Klaus Opitz]
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The song of the Lime tree
The text appeared in the middle of the twentieth century from the possession of two
families and independently of each other. It is said that this prediction is found in the
trunk of an old lime at the cemetery of the Staffelstein. The sixth strophe is about
Charlemagne, who in Rome in 800 AD. Chr. was crowned emperor. First in 1920
,Germany was hit hard with her pecuniary Reichsmark. [See verse poem!]

before 1900

after 1900

O Ancient Linden by the sacred gorge
In awe I caress your trunk,
You who saw Charlemagne,
Will still stand, when the Greatest shall arrive.
Rome will butcher the crowd of priests like cattle,
And will not spare the elderly man of silver hair,
The Highest will have to flee over corpses
Pursued from place to place.
Winter will come, three days of darkness
Thunder and lighting and the earth ‘s fissure.
Pray at home, do not leave your dwelling!
Nor dare to watch the horror at the window!
All this time only a single candle
will give you glow, for as long as it shall burn.
Poisonous breath will emerge from a night of dust,
Black plaque, the worst human slaughter.
All this could threaten all mortals,
But the Good will die a blessed death
Many followers will be wonderfully spared
From breathing difficulties and the danger of pestilence.
Mud will devour a great city,
Another will fight with fire,
All cities will become deathly quiet.
Dill will grow on Vienna's Stephen Square.
If you count all humans in the world,
You will find that a third is missing.
What is left, look in each country,
half of whom will have lost their senses.
Yes, the strong hero will come from the East,
Bringing new order to a confused world.
White flowers surrounding the heart of the lord,
Willingly the valiant will follow his call.
All churches will be united,
A single shepherd of one herd will appear,
Crescent will steadily make the way for the cross
Black land will shine in religious glamour.
I see rich harvests every year,
Wise men of a great crowd.
Epidemics and wars are taken from the world,
Blessed be they that live to see this age.

Around 1970
In the small town of Bad Staffelstein stood, in front of the cemetery on the way to the
Staffelberg, some remains of an ancient lime tree in 1990. The scope of this lime tree
should be 24 [!] Meters. The age was estimated to be 1200 years [!] And this tree
must have been one of the oldest trees in Germany. Unfortunately, the old linden is
not there anymore. But only some fragments are still visible and to see in the Heimat
Museum. Regards this lime, until today there is still an unsolved mistery! Around c.a
1850 ancient writings are found in its extensive trunk which among a song which was
written in a form of a poem by an unknown author, from which one could interpret
some prophecies. This poem is called "the song of the lime-tree.
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Contacts and reactions – continuation………..
Albert from Iceland
Dear Gerard,
Hereby, we would like to announce to our English speaking friends that the
translation of Hell to Heaven vol. 2 (Robert Blum II) has also been completed and can
be found at http://lorber.co.nf
In the name of our Heavenly Father Jesus, a Merry Christmas and New Year
blessings to all.
Albert Hoffmann
Answer
Dear Albert,
Many many thanks: You are the first person to officially translate the second part of
‘Heaven and Hell’ by Robert Blum.

Years ago, the Jakob-Lorber-publishers received an English translation by a friend of
Wilfried Schlätz [Germany] but unfortunately it has not been possible to publish it yet.
All the more, I’m pleased to see that you have translated it fantastically and now we
can put this important book to a good use; because there are many people who are
interested in Jakob-Lorber’s books/texts. G.

Suggestions for the next theme’s are:
There are many interesting themes; Let it surprise us!
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